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The author would like to thank the Social Science and Humanities Research Council of

Canada for project funding. Special thanks to Cecil Ryan and all of those who agreed to

be interviewed in SVG, as well as Kate Ervine, Mark Gabbert, Cecilia Green, Martijn

Konings, Liisa North, Marcus Taylor and Alissa Trotz.

See the Council of the Americas, http://coa.counciloftheamericas.org/page.php?

k=about [Accessed 18 November 2008].

These perspectives are emphasised to varying degrees by different authors (see Fridell

2006).

Cecil Ryan (Chairman of SVBGA), Interviews with Author, 9 and 31 July 2008; Lesley

Grant (SVBGA Manager), Interview with Author, 9 July 2008.

Grant Interview; Sylvester Vanloo (SVBGA Product Manager), Interview with Author, 9

July 2008.

Reuben Robertson (Chief Agricultural Officer, SVG), Interview with Author, 16 July 2008;

Ryan Interview; Grant Interview; Vanloo Interview.

Prime Minister Ralph Gonsalves (SVG), Interview with Author, 15 July 2008.

Arthur Bobb (WINFA Manager), Interview with Author, 25 July 2008.

These observations are based on 27 interviews with government representatives and

farmers conducted in SVG in July 2008 (see also Moberg 2005).

The minimum price for fair trade certified bananas vary by country of origin with the

exception of a guaranteed social premium of US$1 per 40 lb box. In SVG in July 2008,

fair trade banana farmers were receiving a farm-gate price of US$6.78 per 40 lb box,

which was about US$0.76 more than conventional prices (Bobb Interview).

Ryan, Interviews. The prices paid for bananas to WIBDECO are not available for public

disclosure. One official, however, stated in March 2009 that the best barometer for

prices paid to WIBDECO would be the trends in retail prices of bananas in the UK as it

would be unreasonable to assume that the supermarkets would drop their retail prices

over a long period of time without demanding a reduction in the export price in the

South.

Bobb Interview.

http://coa.counciloftheamericas.org/page.php?k=about
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See TransFair USA, Available from:
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